SECURITY in FLIGHT 2 – Review

Ed Cleasby

First the confessional – followed by humble repentance.

When Melise thrust the Club’s copy of Jocky Sanderson’s, Security in Flight 2, into my hand it
was slightly conditional on providing a review – I’m also a sucker when a woman smiles at me.
For a week it sat to one side, unwatched and cast as another job to do. What a treat I was
missing - and how it opened my eyes to what I should, but didn’t know.

Stepping back to the mid 1990’s. I bought a copy of the original, Security in Flight; it was VHS
tape back then, but still gave a pretty awesome insight into the world of extreme paragliding
manoeuvres. I thought it was a class leader then, full of great action shots, clever filming, clear
relaxed explanation and all from an unfazed and grinning, Jocky Sanderson – but the perfect just
seems to have got a whole lot better.
Trying to find fault with SiF2 would be nit-picking and churlish ….. I’ve tried to see what urks
me or could be done better or omitted. I’m stumped! So let me instead scrape the surface of
what is one superb paragliding production - and at under £30 …. a snip.
It all comes in a neat and sturdy fold
out package. Inside are two DVD’s
– one covering the ‘standard’
manoeuvres, a second looks at
‘emergency’ descent techniques
including reserve deployment.
Finally, a slim, concise book that
explains it all again if you missed
something and wish to reinforce it
whilst curled up on the sofa.
The videos are HD, split screen with
a few others camera tricks thrown in
– plus Jocky’s calm commentary
direct from the action. You have to
be impressed as he, Alain Voller and other test pilots talk, almost matter of fact, as they fall and
spin under a possessed glider. Oh, that I could feel that relaxed! Total video time is a whopping
170 minutes – almost three hours of captivating, entertaining, informative watching. It’s not a
teach yourself – but it’s essential viewing if you’re about to do a SIV or pilotage course. In fact –
it’s essential viewing if you fly paragliders. I’ve been flying a long time, but I learnt a lot, and
some of the descent techniques and reserve stuff were especially useful – I feel a whole lot better
for knowing what I didn’t know, I didn’t know. Ignorance can be so bliss sometimes.
Very briefly – video one takes you through the usual canopy control techniques, then leads into
ever-more difficult situations you may encounter , what causes them and how to react. As Jocky
switches between EN B and an EN D gliders it illustrates the differences in glider behaviour,
recovery and also some of the latest thinking on pilot input (often counter to what used to be
regarded as the correct pilot action) to safely correct matters more quickly. Just as glider design
has moved on, so have the techniques to fly and recover them safely. Still having my old VHS

copy of SIF and able to play it, it was quite illuminating to compare the old gliders and old
thinking with the new – it makes you realise just how far we’ve moved on.
The second video I thought would be akin to the ‘out-takes’ – wrong again! In many ways I
found it the most useful and it provided a few gems I hadn’t considered. Gems, like spiralling
against a single big ear to reduce the G forces and speed – and have the same descent rate as a

normal spiral. The importance and methods of gathering in the wing after a reserve throw. Why
to land downwind in water and more. Loads of good stuff.
If there’s any cautionary note in viewing SiF2, it’s possibly that it’s all made to look too easy and
tempt you to try a few things when high over your local hill. There is a line that shouldn’t be
crossed without proper, professional instruction in a controlled environment. Appreciate that
these guys are experts, they do it for a living. That said, one day the unplanned, big asymmetric
or frontal may strike and it has to be useful to have some idea why, and how to react. Regular
watching of SiF2 must go some way towards helping – but is never a substitute for proper
training.
To conclude – this is essential viewing for all pilots. Nothing comes even close on so many
levels. At under £30 it’s excellent value –or borrow for free from the club library – well, there
should be a long enough queue to force you to buy it.
Do I have any gripes? Yes, I do actually. Why has Jocky not appeared to age since the first SiF?
Truly the Peter Pan of paragliding.

